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White Fire Aug 09 2020 Colorado, 1876: At a remote mining camp high in the Rocky Mountains,
eleven silver miners are killed, their bodies horribly mutilated, flesh devoured. Bear attack? Not
everyone thinks so. 136 years later, the cemetery where the miners were buried is being cleared for new
development. Forensic pathologist Corrie Swanson has arranged to study the bones. What she discovers
will expose a conspiracy that's as lethal today as it was a century ago. As the winter snows fall, Corrie's
life depends on unravelling a dark secret... the key to which may just lie in a lost Sherlock Holmes story,
a tale allegedly so horrifying that its author never dared publish it.
Two Graves Sep 29 2019 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors return with another page-turning
adventure thriller. 'Before you embark on a journey of revenge, first dig two graves' Confucius In the 91
hours following the brutal kidnapping of his wife, FBI agent Pendergast does everything in his power to
find her. But it's too late. And a shattered Pendergast retreats to his New York home where he shuts the
world out. Then a string of bizarre murders erupt in Manhattan's hotels, and Pendergast realises they're a
deadly message from the kidnappers. Filled anew with vengeful fury, he tracks them to the dark forests
of South America, where he is faced with an old evil that threatens the world as we know it...
Thunderhead Sep 02 2022 On a visit to her family's abandoned Santa Fe ranch, archaeologist Nora
Kelly discovers an old letter, written from her father to her mother, now both dead. What perplexes Nora
is the fact that the faded envelope was mailed and postmarked only a few weeks earlier. Her father had
vanished into the remote canyon country of Utah 16 years before, searching for Quivira, the fabled Lost
City of Gold, whose legend has captivated explorers since the days of Coronado. Upon reading the
letter, Nora learns that her father believed he had, in fact, located the lost city. But what happened to her
father, and who mailed the letter? In her quest for answers, Nora mounts a fresh expedition to follow her
father's path and find Quivira. In doing so, she hopes not only to solve her own personal mysteries, but
many of the mysteries of her profession as well. Will she discover the archaeological site of a lifetime –
or risk her life and the deadly dangers of the desert for nothing?
Basil's War Nov 11 2020 A daredevil British agent goes behind enemy lines to search for a religious
text that might hold the key to ending the Second World War.
The Kraken Project Dec 25 2021 NASA is building a probe to be splashed down in the Kraken Mare,
the largest sea on Saturn's great moon, Titan. It is one of the most promising habitats for extraterrestrial
life in the solar system, but the surface is unstable and dangerous, requiring the probe to be outfitted
with artificial intelligence software. Melissa Shepherd, a brilliant programmer, has developed 'Dorothy',

a powerful, self-modifying AI whose potential is both revolutionary and terrifying. When
miscalculations lead to a catastrophe during testing, Dorothy flees into the internet. Former CIA agent
Wyman Ford is tapped to help track down the rogue AI. As Ford and Shepherd search for Dorothy, they
realize that her horrific experiences in the wasteland of the Internet have changed her in ways they can
barely imagine. And they're not the only ones looking for the wayward program: the AI is also being
pursued by a pair of Wall Street traders who want to capture her code and turn her into a high-speed
trading bot. Traumatized, angry, and relentlessly hunted, Dorothy devises a plan. As the pursuit of
Dorothy converges on a deserted house on the coast of Northern California, Ford faces the question: is
rescuing Dorothy the right thing? Is the AI bent on saving the world . . . or on wiping out the cancer that
is humankind?
Reliquary May 30 2022 Reliquary is the smash hit second book in the Pendergast series, from New
York Times bestselling authors Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child Hidden deep beneath Manhattan lies
a warren of tunnels, sewers, and galleries, mostly forgotten by those who walk the streets above. There
lies the ultimate secret of the Museum Beat. When two grotesquely deformed skeletons are found deep
in the mud off the Manhattan shoreline, museum curator Margo Green is called in to aid the
investigation. Margo must once again team up with police lieutenant D'Agosta and FBI agent
Pendergast, as well as the brilliant Dr. Frock, to try and solve the puzzle. The trail soon leads deep
underground, where they will face the awakening of a slumbering nightmare... in Reliquary, from
bestselling coauthors Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child.
Bloodless Mar 04 2020 INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER: Agent Pendergast faces his
most unexpected challenge yet when bloodless bodies begin to appear in Savannah, GA. A fabulous
heist: On the evening of November 24, 1971, D. B. Cooper hijacked Flight 305—Portland to Seattle—with
a fake bomb, collected a ransom of $200,000, and then parachuted from the rear of the plane,
disappearing into the night…and into history. A brutal crime steeped in legend and malevolence: Fifty
years later, Agent Pendergast takes on a bizarre and gruesome case: in the ghost-haunted city of
Savannah, Georgia, bodies are found with no blood left in their veins—sowing panic and reviving
whispered tales of the infamous Savannah Vampire. A case like no other: As the mystery rises along
with the body count, Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how—or if—these
murders are connected to the only unsolved skyjacking in American history. Together, they uncover not
just the answer…but an unearthly evil beyond all imagining.
Dance of Death May 18 2021 Two brothers. One a top FBI agent. The other a brilliant, twisted
criminal. An undying hatred between them. Now, a perfect crime. And the ultimate challenge: Stop me
if you can...
The Book of the Dead Jul 20 2021 Can FBI Special Agent Pendergast stop a cursed Egyptian tomb from
terrorizing New York City -- or will he stay trapped in a maximum security prison, punished for a
murder he didn't commit? An FBI agent, rotting away in a high-security prison for a murder he did not
commit... His brilliant, psychotic brother, about to perpetrate a horrific crime... A young woman with an
extrodinary past, on th edge of a violent breakdown... An ancient Egyptian tomb with an enigmatic
curse, about to be unveiled at a celebrity-studded New York gala... Memento Mori
Impact Oct 23 2021 Wyman Ford is called up for a secret expedition to Cambodia to locate the source
of strangely beautiful gemstones that do not appear to be of this world. Meanwhile, a brilliant meteor
lights up the Maine coast. Two young women borrow a boat and set out for a distant island anxious to
find the impact crater. A scientist at the National Propulsion facility discovers an inexplicable source of
gamma rays in the outer Solar System. He is found decapitated and the data missing. High resolution
NASA images reveal an unnatural feature hidden in the depths of the crater on Mars - and it appears to
have been activated. Sixty hours and counting . . . 'A superb read! Thoughtful and flat-out entertainment

- a page-turning thriller. You'll be up all night with this book' Jeffery Deaver on Blasphemy
Fever Dream May 06 2020 The NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors return with a stunning new
adventure featuring the FBI's most inscrutable agent, Aloysius Pendergast. FBI Special Agent Aloysius
Pendergast is visiting the old family home in Louisiana. Surrounded by ghosts of the past, he can't help
but think of Helen - his wife who tragically died twelve years ago. But whilst examining her
possessions, he makes a startling discovery - one that leads him to believe Helen's death was not
accidental... With the help of his trusted friend Lieutenant Vincent D'Agosta, Pendergast embarks on a
quest to uncover the mystery of his wife's final days. It's a journey that takes him deep into the dark
heart of her past, to a hidden obsession and secrets that some people would do anything to protect. But
as the hunt for Helen's murderer ventures into the Bayou, Pendergast find himself faced with a killer
question: just who was the woman he married?
Old Bones Nov 23 2021 The latest pulse-pounding thriller from New York Times bestsellers Preston &
Child. Nora Kelly, a young curator at the Santa Fe Institute of Archaeology, is approached by historian
Clive Benton with a once-in-a-lifetime proposal: to lead a team in search of the so-called 'Lost Camp' of
the tragic Donner Party. This was a group of pioneers who earned a terrible place in American history
when they became snow-bound in the California mountains in 1847, their fate unknown until the first
skeletonized survivors stumbled out of the wilderness, raving about starvation, murder-and cannibalism.
Benton tells Kelly he has stumbled upon an amazing find: the long-sought diary of one of the victims,
which has an enigmatic description of the Lost Camp. Nora agrees to lead an expedition to locate and
excavate it – to reveal its long-buried secrets. Once in the mountains, however, they learn that
discovering the camp is only the first step in a mounting journey of fear. For as they uncover old bones,
they expose the real truth of what happened, one that is far more shocking and bizarre than mere
cannibalism. And when those ancient horrors lead to present-day violence on a grand scale, rookie FBI
agent Corrie Swanson is assigned the case... only to find that her first investigation might very well be
her last.
Blasphemy Nov 04 2022 Deep in an Arizona mountain, the world’s largest supercollider will probe
what happened at the very moment of creation: the Big Bang itself. The brainchild of Nobel laureate
Gregory North Hazelius, the supercollider, given the name Isabella, is the most expensive machine ever
built. Some people think it may unlock the mysteries of the universe. Some think it will create a mini
black hole that will suck in the earth. Powerful televangelist Don T. Spates thunders that Isabella is a
satanic attempt to disprove Genesis and challenge God Almighty on the very throne of heaven. He’ll do
anything to stop Isabella from reaching its goal. When Hazelius and his team of twelve scientists start up
Isabella, they make an extraordinary discovery – one that must be hidden from the world at all costs.
Wyman Ford, ex-monk and CIA operative, is hired by the US government to wrest from the team their
dark secret. A secret that will either destroy the world . . . or save it. ‘This baby roars . . . the pages
simply fly’ Publishers Weekly ‘A superb read! A page-turning thriller about science and religion in
which good and evil collide at the speed of light. You’ll be up all night with this book’ Jeffrey Deaver
Relic Mar 28 2022 Investigating a series of savage murders that are disrupting a massive new exhibition
at the New York Museum of Natural History, graduate student Margo Green finds a clue in a failed
Amazonian expedition. Reissue.
The Lost City of the Monkey God Oct 11 2020 The #1 New York Times and Wall Street Journal
bestseller, named one of the best books of the year by The Boston Globe and National Geographic:
acclaimed journalist Douglas Preston takes readers on a true adventure deep into the Honduran rainforest
in this riveting narrative about the discovery of a lost civilization -- culminating in a stunning medical
mystery. Since the days of conquistador Hernán Cortés, rumors have circulated about a lost city of
immense wealth hidden somewhere in the Honduran interior, called the White City or the Lost City of

the Monkey God. Indigenous tribes speak of ancestors who fled there to escape the Spanish invaders,
and they warn that anyone who enters this sacred city will fall ill and die. In 1940, swashbuckling
journalist Theodore Morde returned from the rainforest with hundreds of artifacts and an electrifying
story of having found the Lost City of the Monkey God-but then committed suicide without revealing its
location. Three quarters of a century later, bestselling author Doug Preston joined a team of scientists on
a groundbreaking new quest. In 2012 he climbed aboard a rickety, single-engine plane carrying the
machine that would change everything: lidar, a highly advanced, classified technology that could map
the terrain under the densest rainforest canopy. In an unexplored valley ringed by steep mountains, that
flight revealed the unmistakable image of a sprawling metropolis, tantalizing evidence of not just an
undiscovered city but an enigmatic, lost civilization. Venturing into this raw, treacherous, but
breathtakingly beautiful wilderness to confirm the discovery, Preston and the team battled torrential
rains, quickmud, disease-carrying insects, jaguars, and deadly snakes. But it wasn't until they returned
that tragedy struck: Preston and others found they had contracted in the ruins a horrifying, sometimes
lethal-and incurable-disease. Suspenseful and shocking, filled with colorful history, hair-raising
adventure, and dramatic twists of fortune, THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD is the absolutely
true, eyewitness account of one of the great discoveries of the twenty-first century.
Still Life With Crows Jan 26 2022 Medicine Creek, Kansas, has been slowly dying for the last century.
A small, quiet place, the primary occupation is still farming, Main Street is a stretch of old and dusty
businesses, and the nearest mall is 200 miles away. In a town where nothing changes, the community is
terrified after a series of grisly murders takes place. Even more alarming, the bodies are displayed in
bizarre tableaus. With the entire town in shock, FBI Agent Pendergast arrives from New Orleans to
investigate. From the fields to the local caves, Pendergast discovers the remnants of a Prohibition-era
moonshine operation and the truth behind one of the town's greatest mysteries: who was behind the
Medicine Creek Massacre of 1865. Now, Pendergast must discover the twisted secret hiding within a
four-generation Kansas family – before someone else is murdered.
The Helen Trilogy Apr 04 2020 Now, available for the first time together in a single volume: a digitalonly, value-priced omnibus edition of the Helen Trilogy: Fever Dream, Cold Vengeance, and Two
Graves-featuring Special Agent Pendergast--by #1 New York Times bestselling authors Preston &
Child. FEVER DREAM:Yesterday, Special Agent Pendergast still mourned the loss of his beloved wife,
Helen, who died in a tragic accident in Africa twelve years ago. Today, he discovers she was murdered.
Tomorrow, he will learn her most guarded secrets, leaving him to wonder: Who was the woman I
married? Why was she murdered? And, above all . . . Who murdered her?Revenge is not sweet: It is
essential. COLD VENGEANCE:Devastated by the discovery that his wife, Helen, was murdered,
Special Agent Pendergast must have retribution. But revenge is not simple. As he stalks his wife's
betrayers--a chase that takes him from the wild moors of Scotland to the bustling streets of New York
City and the darkest bayous of Louisiana--he is also forced to dig further into Helen's past. And he is
stunned to learn that Helen may have been a collaborator in her own murder. Peeling back the layers of
deception, Pendergast realizes that the conspiracy is deeper, goes back generations, and is more
monstrous than he could have ever imagined--and everything he's believed, everything he's trusted,
everything he's understood . . . may be a horrific lie.Nothing is what it seems. TWO GRAVES:For
twelve years, he believed she'd died in an accident. Then, he was told she'd been murdered. Now, FBI
Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast discovers that his beloved wife, Helen, is alive. And Pendergast must
embark on a furious cross-country chase to rescue her. But all this turns out to be mere prologue to a far
larger plot: one that unleashes a chillingly--almost supernaturally--adept serial killer on New York City.
His pursuit of the murderer will take Pendergast deep into the trackless forests of South America, to a
hidden place where the evil that has blighted both his and Helen's lives lies in wait . . . a place where he

will learn all too well the truth of the ancient proverb:Before you embark on a journey of revenge, dig
two graves.
Tyrannosaur Canyon Aug 01 2022 A moon rock missing for thirty years . . . Five buckets of bloodsoaked sand found in a New Mexico canyon . . . A scientist with ambition enough to kill . . . A monk
who will redeem the world . . . A dark agency with a deadly mission . . . The greatest scientific
discovery of all time . . . What fire bolt from the galatic dark shattered the Earth eons ago, and now hides
in that remote cleft in the southwest United States known as . . . TYRANNOSAUR CANYON? The
stunning new masterwork from the acclaimed bestselling author recently hailed by Publishers Weekly as
'better than Crichton'
Tyrannosaur Canyon Jun 06 2020 In a post-apocalypse tale, a long-missing moon rock, a killing in a
New Mexico canyon, a murderously ambitious scientist, and other factors contribute to the world's
greatest scientific discovery.
Blue Labyrinth Jun 26 2019 A corpse, stiff with rigor mortis and bound in heavy ropes, has been
dumped on the doorstep of FBI Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast. The murder has the hallmarks of the
perfect crime – no witnesses, no motive, no evidence – save for one enigmatic clue: a piece of turquoise
lodged in the stomach of the deceased. The gem leads Pendergast to an abandoned mine on the shore of
California's desolate Salton Sea where an ingenious killer is determined to make him pay for the longburied sins of his forefathers. But Pendergast already knows what is at stake, for the dead man left on his
doorstep wasn't just anyone, it was his son.
The Ice Limit Jun 30 2022 In the desolate reaches of southernmost Chile, a remarkable discovery has
been made. It is a massive meteorite whose very existence will change science – perhaps even mankind.
In great secrecy, an expedition sets out on a converted tanker, bound for the bottom of the world. But
almost as soon as the recovery process begins, the mysteries and enigmas begin to mount. What
appeared to be simply an engineering challenge quickly becomes a perilous undertaking, for the bizarre,
implacable artefact may not be what it seems. And when a raging storm drives the tanker beyond the
dangerous Antarctic latitude known as the Ice Limit, superstition, egos and the unknown clash to create
a stunning finale that will risk the lives of everyone on board.
The Wyman Ford Series Jan 02 2020 This discounted ebundle includes: Tyrannosaur Canyon,
Blasphemy, Impact, The Kraken Project “Science versus religion--the ultimate crunch. Douglas Preston
has written The Novel of the Year, an extraordinary, unique, fascinating, wildly imaginative mix of
thriller, satire, Sci Fi, and every other genre in the book. Blasphemy--you're going to love it.” —Stephen
Coonts Independent operative Wyman Ford travels the world investigating and “troubleshooting”
inexplicable incidents with potentially apocalyptic results. A series of suspenseful and terrifying
thrillers! Other Books by Douglas Preston TheCodex Jennie Ribbons of Time The Royal Road Talking
to the Ground Cities of Gold Dinosaurs in the Attic By Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child Relic Mount
Dragon Reliquary Riptide Thunderhead The Ice Limit The Cabinet of Curiosities Still Life with Crows
Brimstone Dance of Death The Book of the Dead The Wheel of Darkness Cemetery Dance Fever Dream
Cold Vengeance Two Graves White Fire At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Talking to the Ground Apr 16 2021 From the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller The Lost
City of the Monkey God comes an entrancing, eloquent, and entertaining account of the author’s
adventurous journey on horseback through the Southwest in the heart of Navajo desert country. In 1992
author Douglas Preston and his wife and daughter rode horseback across 400 miles of desert in Utah,
Arizona, and New Mexico. They were retracing the route of a Navajo deity, the Slayer of Alien Gods, on
his quest to restore beauty and balance to the Earth. More than a travelogue, Preston’s account of their
“one tough journey, luminously remembered” (Kirkus Reviews) is a tale of two cultures meeting in a

sacred land and is “like traveling across unknown territory with Lewis and Clark to the Pacific” (Dee
Brown, author of Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee).
The Hot Zone Aug 28 2019 Imagine a killer with the infectiousness of the common cold and power of
the Black Death. Imagine something so deadly that it wipes out 90% of those it touches. Imagine an
organism against which there is no defence. But you don't need to imagine. Such a killer exists: it is a
virus and its name is Ebola. The Hot Zone tells what happens when the unthinkable becomes reality:
when a deadly virus, from the rain forests of Africa, crosses continents and infects a monkey house ten
miles from the White House. Ebola is that reality. It has the power to decimate the world's population.
Try not to panic. It will be back. There is nothing you can do...
The Two Lost Mountains Jan 14 2021 No. 1 bestselling action author Matthew Reilly continues his
explosive Jack West series. New novel The One Impossible Labyrinth is out now. AN INCREDIBLE
VICTORY BUT AT A TERRIBLE PRICE... Against all the odds, Jack West Jr found the Three Secret
Cities but at a heartbreaking cost. His beloved daughter Lily, it appeared, was slaughtered by Sphinx in a
cruel ancient ritual. TO THE MOUNTAINS AND THE FALL! With his rivals far ahead of him, Jack
must now get to one of the five iron mountains-two of which have never been found-and perform a
mysterious feat known only as 'The Fall'. Although what is this object on the moon that is connected to
it? A NEW PLAYER ARRIVES Amid all this, Jack will discover that a new player has entered the race,
a general so feared by the four legendary kingdoms they had him locked away in their deepest dungeon.
Only now this general has escaped and he has a horrifying plan of his own...
Riptide Aug 21 2021 In 1695, a notorious English pirate buried his bounty in a maze of booby-trapped
tunnels on an island off the coast of Maine. In three hundred years, no one has breached this cursed and
rocky fortress. Now a treasure hunter and his high-tech, million-dollar recovery team embark on the
perfect operation to unlock the labyrinth's mysteries. First the computers fail. Then crewmen begin to
die. The island has guarded its secrets for centuries, and it isn't letting them go... without a fight.
The Scorpion's Tail Oct 03 2022 From #1 bestselling authors Preston & Child comes a thrilling novel
following archaeologist Nora Kelly and FBI Agent Corrie Swanson as they work together to solve a
twisted crime that reaches far beyond any of their worst fears. Following the acclaimed debut of Old
Bones, this second "happily anticipated" new thriller in Preston & Child's series features Nora Kelly,
archaeologist at the Santa Fe Archeological Institute, and rookie FBI Agent Corrie Swanson, as they
team up to solve a mystery that quickly escalates into nightmare (Booklist). A mummified corpse, over
half a century old, is found in the cellar of an abandoned building in a remote New Mexico ghost town.
Corrie is assigned what seems to her a throwaway case: to ID the body and determine cause of death.
She brings archaeologist Nora Kelly to excavate the body and lend her expertise to the investigation, and
together they uncover something unexpected and shocking: the deceased apparently died in agony, in a
fetal position, skin coming off in sheets, with a rictus of horror frozen on his face. Hidden on the corpse
lies a 16th century Spanish gold cross of immense value. When they at last identify the body -- and the
bizarre cause of death -- Corrie and Nora open a door into a terrifying, secret world of ancient treasure
and modern obsession: a world centered on arguably the most defining, frightening, and transformative
moment in American history.
Diablo Mesa Sep 21 2021 Two bodies. A dangerous secret. A terrifying force. The latest "excellent"
novel in wildly popular series featuring archaeologist Nora Kelly and FBI Agent Corrie Swanson
(Publishers Weekly). Lucas Tappan, a wealthy and eccentric billionaire and founder of Icarus Space
Systems, approaches the Santa Fe Archaeological Institute with an outlandish proposal—to finance a
careful, scientific excavation of the Roswell Incident site, where a UFO is alleged to have crashed in
1947. A skeptical Nora Kelly, to her great annoyance, is tasked with the job. Nora's excavation
immediately uncovers two murder victims buried at the site, faces and hands obliterated with acid to

erase their identities. Special Agent Corrie Swanson is assigned to the case. As Nora’s excavation
proceeds, uncovering things both bizarre and seemingly inexplicable, Corrie’s homicide investigation
throws open a Pandora's box of espionage and violence, uncovering bloody traces of a powerful force
that will stop at nothing to protect its secrets—and that threatens to engulf them all in an unimaginable
fate.
The Pendergast Files Dec 01 2019 This discounted ebundle of the Pendergast Files from Douglas
Preston and Lincoln Child includes Relic and Reliquary Relic — Just days before a massive exhibition
opens at the popular New York Museum of Natural History, visitors are being savagely murdered in the
museum's dark hallways and secret rooms. Autopsies indicate that the killer cannot be human...
Reliquary —When two grotesquely deformed skeletons are found deep in the mud off the Manhattan
shoreline, museum curator Margo Green is called in to aid the investigation. Margo must once again
team up with police lieutenant D'Agosta and FBI agent Pendergast, as well as the brilliant Dr. Frock, to
try and solve the puzzle. Books by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child The Pendergast Series Relic
Reliquary Other books Mount Dragon Books by Douglas Preston The Kraken Project Impact Blasphemy
The Monster of Florence The Codex Jennie At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Collection of Familiar Quotations Oct 30 2019
The Cabinet of Curiosities Dec 13 2020 In downtown Manhattan, workers on a construction site breach
a long-forgotten basement, unearthing a charnel house: thirty-six bodies, systematically dismembered
and carefully immured at least 130 years ago. It's just the kind of case to intrigue the unorthodox and
enigmatic FBI agent Aloysius X.L. Pendergast. But he's not the only interested party. Soon after the
bodies are discovered a killer strikes. Their victim's corpse bears the same precise mutilations as the
bodies in the basement. The nightmare has begun. Again. 'Fast-moving, sophisticated and bursting with
surprises ... There's nothing else like them' WASHINGTON POST. 'Sit back, crack open the book and
get ready for the ride of your life' DAVID BALDACCI.
Gideon's Sword Feb 24 2022 Introducing Gideon Crew: trickster, prodigy, master thief At twelve,
Gideon Crew witnessed his father, a world-class mathematician, accused of treason and gunned down.
At twenty-four, summoned to his dying mother's bedside, Gideon learned the truth: His father was
framed and deliberately slaughtered. With her last breath, she begged her son to avenge him. Now, with
a new purpose in his life, Gideon crafts a one-time mission of vengeance, aimed at the perpetrator of his
father's destruction. His plan is meticulous, spectacular, and successful. But from the shadows, someone
is watching. A very powerful someone, who is impressed by Gideon's special skills. Someone who has
need of just such a renegade. For Gideon, this operation may be only the beginning . . .
Beyond the Ice Limit Feb 01 2020 BEYOND THE ICE LIMIT That thing is growing again. We must
destroy it. The time to act is now... With these words begins Gideon Crew's latest, most dangerous, most
high-stakes assignment yet. Failure will mean nothing short of the end of humankind on earth. Five
years ago, the mysterious and inscrutable head of Effective Engineering Solutions, Eli Glinn, led a
mission to recover a gigantic meteorite--the largest ever discovered--from a remote island off the coast
of South America. The mission ended in disaster when their ship, the Rolvaag, foundered in a vicious
storm in the Antarctic waters and broke apart, sinking-along with its unique cargo-to the ocean floor.
One hundred and eight crew members perished, and Eli Glinn was left paralyzed. But this was not all.
The tragedy revealed something truly terrifying: the meteorite they tried to retrieve was not, in fact,
simply a rock. Instead, it was a complex organism from the deep reaches of space. Now, that organism
has implanted itself in the sea bed two miles below the surface-and it is growing. If it is not destroyed,
the planet will be doomed. There is only one hope: for Glinn and his team to annihilate it, a task which
requires Gideon's expertise with nuclear weapons. But as Gideon and his colleagues soon discover, the

"meteorite" has a mind of its own-and it has no intention of going quietly...
The Codex Mar 16 2021 Greetings from the dead,' declares Maxwell Broadbent in the videotape he left
behind after his mysterious disappearance. A notorious treasure hunter and tomb robber, Broadbent
accumulated over half a billion dollars' worth of priceless art, gems and artefacts before vanishing along with his entire collection - from his mansion in New Mexico. As a final challenge to his three
sons, Broadbent has buried himself and his treasure somewhere in the world, hidden away like an
ancient Egyptian pharaoh. If the sons wish to claim their fabulous inheritance, they must find their
father's carefully concealed tomb. The race is on, but among the treasures is an ancient Mayan codex
that may hold a secret far more important than the wealth of riches around it, and the brothers aren't the
only ones in pursuit.
Map of Bones Jul 28 2019 The horrific theft of a priceless relic...a secret society reaching back to the
Middle Ages...and the top-flight US team who must stop them. A heart-stopping SIGMA Force thriller
from NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author James Rollins. When a group of parishioners is burned to
death in a German cathedral, the US sends in SIGMA Force. For this tragedy is more than a case of
arson - someone has stolen the priceless treasure stored in the cathedral's golden reliquary: the bones of
the biblical Three Kings. Commander Gray Pierce leads a team on the hunt for the Royal Dragon Court,
a clandestine aristocratic fraternity of alchemists that dates back to the Middle Ages and seeks to
establish a new world order using the mystical bones. Pierce and his team follow a trail that leads from
Europe's Gothic cathedrals through the remnants of the seven wonders of the ancient world to a mystical
place where science and religion unite to unleash a threat not seen since the beginning of time itself...
Two Graves Apr 28 2022 After his wife, Helen, is brazenly abducted before his eyes, Special Agent
Pendergast furiously pursues the kidnappers, chasing them across the country and into Mexico. But then,
things go terribly, tragically wrong; the kidnappers escape; and a shattered Pendergast retreats to his
New York apartment and shuts out the world. But when a string of bizarre murders erupts across several
Manhattan hotels-perpetrated by a boy who seems to have an almost psychic ability to elude captureNYPD Lieutenant D'Agosta asks his friend Pendergast for help. Reluctant at first, Pendergast soon
discovers that the killings are a message from his wife's kidnappers. But why a message? And what does
it mean? When the kidnappers strike again at those closest to Pendergast, the FBI agent, filled anew with
vengeful fury, sets out to track down and destroy those responsible. His journey takes him deep into the
trackless forests of South America, where he ultimately finds himself face to face with an old evil thatrather than having been eradicated-is stirring anew... and with potentially world-altering consequences.
Confucius once said: "Before you embark on a journey of revenge, first dig two graves." Pendergast is
about to learn the hard way just how true those words still ring.
Old Bones Sep 09 2020 The #1 NYT bestselling authors Preston & Child bring the true story of the illfated Donner Party to new life in this thrilling novel of archaeology, history, murder, and suspense. Nora
Kelly, a young curator at the Santa Fe Institute of Archaeology, is approached by historian Clive Benton
with a once-in-a-lifetime proposal: to lead a team in search of the so-called "Lost Camp" of the tragic
Donner Party. This was a group of pioneers who earned a terrible place in American history when they
became snow-bound in the California mountains in 1847, their fate unknown until the first skeletonized
survivors stumbled out of the wilderness, raving about starvation, murder-and cannibalism. Benton tells
Kelly he has stumbled upon an amazing find: the long-sought diary of one of the victims, which has an
enigmatic description of the Lost Camp. Nora agrees to lead an expedition to locate and excavate it-to
reveal its long-buried secrets. Once in the mountains, however, they learn that discovering the camp is
only the first step in a mounting journey of fear. For as they uncover old bones, they expose the real
truth of what happened, one that is far more shocking and bizarre than mere cannibalism. And when
those ancient horrors lead to present-day violence on a grand scale, rookie FBI agent Corrie Swanson is

assigned the case...only to find that her first investigation might very well be her last. p.p1 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; color: #454545} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; color: #454545; min-height: 14.0px}
The Monster of Florence Feb 12 2021 In the nonfiction tradition of John Berendt and Erik Larson, the
author of the #1 NYT bestseller The Lost City of the Monkey God presents a gripping account of crime
and punishment in the lush hills surrounding Florence as he seeks to uncover one of the most infamous
figures in Italian history. In 2000, Douglas Preston fulfilled a dream to move his family to Italy. Then he
discovered that the olive grove in front of their 14th century farmhouse had been the scene of the most
infamous double-murders in Italian history, committed by a serial killer known as the Monster of
Florence. Preston, intrigued, meets Italian investigative journalist Mario Spezi to learn more. This is the
true story of their search for--and identification of--the man they believe committed the crimes, and their
chilling interview with him. And then, in a strange twist of fate, Preston and Spezi themselves become
targets of the police investigation. Preston has his phone tapped, is interrogated, and told to leave the
country. Spezi fares worse: he is thrown into Italy's grim Capanne prison, accused of being the Monster
of Florence himself. Like one of Preston's thrillers, The Monster of Florence, tells a remarkable and
harrowing story involving murder, mutilation, and suicide-and at the center of it, Preston and Spezi,
caught in a bizarre prosecutorial vendetta.
Attic Jul 08 2020 Brutale Morde an Obdachlosen und ein mörderisches Geheimnis in den U-BahnTunneln von New York: Teil 2 der Thriller-Reihe um Special Agent Pendergast von Douglas Preston
und Lincoln Child Aus dem stinkenden Schlamm des Hudson River in New York ziehen PolizeiTaucher zwei Skelette, denen der Kopf abgetrennt wurde. Weil eines davon grotesk deformiert ist, bitten
Lieutenant Vincent D'Agosta und Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast Margo Green vom Labor des
Naturhistorischen Museums um Unterstützung bei den Untersuchungen. Zur gleichen Zeit wird New
York von einer Mord-Serie an Obdachlosen heimgesucht: Die Leichen der Opfer werden in den Tunneln
tief unter den Straßen Manhattans abgelegt, meist wurde ihnen der Kopf abgetrennt. Special Agent
Pendergast und Lieutenant D'Agosta vermuten einen Zusammenhang zwischen den enthaupteten
Obdachlosen und den beiden kopflosen Skeletten. Kann es sein, dass die Mord-Serie viel weiter
zurückreicht, als man bislang annahm? Die grauenvolle Wahrheit verbirgt sich unter den U-BahnTunneln New Yorks, in einem finsteren, auf keiner Karte verzeichneten Tunnel-System namens »The
Devil?s Attic« – »Dachboden des Teufels« ... Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast, der Kult-Ermittler der
Bestseller-Autoren Preston & Child, löst seinen zweiten Fall: »Spannung und Horror pur bis zur letzten
Seite!« Berliner Morgenpost Die Thriller-Reihe um Agent Pendergast umfasst 17 Bände, die in
folgender Reihenfolge erschienen sind: 1.Relic – Museum der Angst 2.Attic – Gefahr aus der Tiefe
3.Formula – Tunnel des Grauens 4.Ritual – Höhle des Schreckens 5.Burn Case – Geruch des Teufels
6.Dark Secret – Mörderische Jagd 7.Maniac – Fluch der Vergangenheit 8.Darkness – Wettlauf mit der
Zeit 9.Cult –Spiel der Toten 10.Fever – Schatten der Vergangenheit 11.Revenge – Eiskalte Täuschung
12.Fear – Grab des Schreckens 13.Attack – Unsichtbarer Feind 14.Labyrinth – Elixier des Todes
15.Demon – Sumpf der Toten 16.Obsidian – Kammer des Bösen 17.Headhunt – Feldzug der Rache
The Demon Club (Ben Hope, Book 22) Jun 18 2021 An unforgettable Ben Hope thriller from the #1
bestseller.
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